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**There are no returns or refunds on wedding packages. The wedding packages include at least 

one virtual meeting with email and/or text communication to ensure the package meets the 

standard of the buyer before being shipped. Please do not order any wedding package unless 

there is at least six (6) months advanced notice before your package completion date, which 

should be at least one (1) month before your wedding date to ensure the completed package 

arrives to you on time (7 months total advanced notice).** 

 

All packages include Wedding Packages Information Form and E-Communication form. 

It is required by Jana’s Dreams for the buyer of any wedding package to fill out both forms 

before beginning on package design. 

All packages are made with artificial flowers. 

All package prices includes shipping.  

After the package is approved by the buyer and shipped, the buyer will be emailed tracking 

information. 

 

The first step in ordering your wedding package is to purchase one of the packages and/or add-

ons. The wedding packages file is entitled “Wedding Packages Instructions”. This file, once 

downloaded, instructs the buyer how to proceed with the design process. Any questions before 

the purchase of the package should be filled out on the “Contact Us” form at 
https://janasdreams.com/about-us.  

 

Each wedding package design prompts include: 

Choice of up to 3 colors (white is always included) for ribbon and flowers 

Choice of up to 3 flowers, otherwise random flowers are chosen (such as roses or lilies) for 

bridal bouquet.  

Choice of 1 flower each for corsages and boutonnieres. 

 

Each centerpiece design prompts include: 

The same flowers and colors as are in your wedding package. 

If you did not purchase a wedding package, and are just purchasing centerpieces: 

Choice of up to 3 colors (white is always included) for ribbon and flowers 

Choice of up to 3 flowers, otherwise random flowers are chosen (such as roses or lilies) 

Choice of vase type, glass or plastic, burlap or ribbon, and candles or no candles. 

 

Want a themed wedding? Just $150 to add a theme to your wedding design. 

 

Mother of the Bride design prompts include: 

The same flowers and colors as are in your wedding package. 

If you did not purchase a wedding package, and are just purchasing Mother of the Bride options: 

Choice of up to 3 colors (white is always included) for ribbon and flowers 

Choice of up to 3 flowers, otherwise random flowers are chosen (such as roses or lilies) 

Choice of 1 flower for the corsage option. 

Mother of the Bride bouquets do not come with a Cascade option. Mother of the Bride bouquets 

are always smaller than bridal bouquets and will come with a Mother of the Bride pin or pendant.  

 

 

https://janasdreams.com/about-us
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Bridesmaid design prompts include: 

The same flowers and colors as are in your wedding package. 

If you did not purchase a wedding package, and are just purchasing Bridesmaid options: 

Choice of up to 3 colors (white is always included) for ribbon and flowers 

Choice of up to 3 flowers, otherwise random flowers are chosen (such as roses or lilies) 

Bridesmaid bouquets do not come with a Cascade option. Bridesmaid bouquets are always 

smaller than bridal bouquets. 

 

Bouquet Type Examples 

These are example, stock photos, to ensure the buyer purchases the type of bouquet they want: 

 

Round Bouquet 

Round in shape, having more flower blooms than greenery. 

 
 

Pomander 

Round ball of flowers suspended from ribbon or twine, and worn by the wrist 
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Hand-tied 

 Cluster of flowers hand-tied together with ribbon casually 

 
 

 

 

 

Posy 

Small, one-hand round bouquet consisting of posies or daisies that is tied with a decorative 

ribbon. Consists of more flowers than greenery. 

 
 

Nose-gay 

Contains one focal flower among a small, tight bunch of flowers, tied with fabric 
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Biedermeier 

Round, tight bunch of flowers wrapped with fabric. Flowers are aligned in concentric 

circles around each other, giving the bouquet a striped effect. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Cascade Bouquets 

Flowers and greenery that make a waterfall of flowers. This bouquet hangs down from the hands 

in a teardrop shape. 
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Vase Type Examples 

These are example, stock photos, to ensure the buyer gets the type of vase they want: 

 

Round Vase      Square Wooden Vase 

  
 

Square Vase      Quart Mason Jar 

    
 

 

 

 

 

Large Cylinder Vase     Small Cylinder Vase 

    


